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It's Morning Again

For a period that I would not care to repeat, time seemed to be all night. And then, the window shade was opened onto a glorious desert morning. The freshness of the air, the brilliance of the green after many days of storm changed everything. I noticed the ant hills were active again and the lively patterns of these remarkable insects held my attention in the early morning sun. Soon other forms of life quickened my interest. It was time to get busy.

Lady brought her six pups from under their hiding place for the first time, and I found a good laugh again, at their wonderfully silly behavior.

My daughter called from the bedroom and by her voice I knew immediate attention was necessary. Kitty Meeow had snuck onto the bed and was having her first kitten. Dina Tulay, fourteen month old granddaughter was patting Meeow lovingly. The scene was dramatic and presented some unusual activities for us immediately.

Indeed my mood had changed. Van might not be present physically, but most certainly life was evident in my world. From that time on, the re-organization, the hiring of a full-time bonded office manager,... set a most active tempo. Requirements such as auditing and checking on many details outside my ordinary pattern found their way into each day.

There is wonderful busyness & a glow derived from the communication of friends. This served as a vitalizing force. The personal answering of letters (until it became overwhelming), rhythmed the evening hours. Grief was routed in action. I thank you all for the beautiful flow that kept me going after February 9, 1978.

How is your "Proceedings" addressed?

Is your address and zip correct? Are you current in our files? Too many Proceedings are returned - please help us eliminate this unproductive expense.

BILIM ARASTIRMA ORUBU - of Istanbul - we appreciate you and the credits in your material.
A Thousand Thank Yous

There is no better time to give thanks in print for true friends. Some of these chose to do back bending with their offer of assistance. Other help during the past weeks of need and stress, blended continuous understanding in the numerous personalized deeds. Realizing personal funds would be restrictive, some labeled their dollars and sent the amount with love. Especially thoughtful!

Even using first names in a list would over balance The Proceedings. And knowing that gratitude or appreciation is part of a love emotion that can be felt in the ethers, I send it anonymously on. Spiritual Love increases after its own fashion, I send it on with a blessing to the right YOU unfailingly.

People asked to help in numerous ways - there was the garden work and the watering - the old fashioned preparations - the letters so beautifully and lovingly written, phone calls from ones who had just become acquainted with the project by remote means, people not on our mail list at all who suddenly wanted to share. The "known casually person" from my past who wanted to become involved thru one of the several professional channels of our background.

Assistance by means of giving equipment or machinery, or other properties - all are helpful and/or useful.

Please know we appreciate you all and exchange thank you and love heart feltly.

G.G. Gatling-North Carolina Stove Inventor

We received some interesting information on a stove invented by G.G. Gatling, the great grand nephew of a famous machine gun inventor. Mr. Gatling kept his rambling 2,500 square foot home warm for a total winter cost of $30.00, even though it reached zero outside. The heating materials burned in this oddly shaped stove incinereate and actually produce more efficient heat on trash than most stoves do with fuel. One log is said to burn all night long. It is thought the sloping angle of about 52° (similar to the great pyramid) is an important part of the design.
Progress
Dr. W. Davis Evans

Since the Re-birth of our beloved Founder and President George W. Van Tassel, a great deal has been accomplished in the Corporation that the work of the Integratron may be continued to completion. As chairman of the Board of Directors, it has been my pleasurable desire and duty to see that the necessary changes and continuance is carried on.

First, in order to meet the new standards for a religious non-profit corporation, we have had to select a new more encompassing name for the Ministry. As soon as it is approved and adopted you will be notified.

Second, this has necessitated the complete revision of the Ministry Tenures, to give us a more definite, firmer and broader working status within the statutes of the Federal and State regulations for tax purposes.

Third, we are in the process of updating and revising the Ministry By-Laws to give us a more controlled, but broader work structure.

Since the Ministry control is totally within the Board of Directors, consisting of 12 individuals, it is our desire to bring into the Board of Directors those individuals with specialized talent and willingness to work, that are required to complete this work for mankind. The completion of the Integratron Machine is only a small part of the tremendous magnitude of scientific research, administrative requirements, financial responsibilities, management controls, as well as the physical structures required to bring this fantastic operation to fruition.

I should like to personally thank each Director for their support and industrious cooperation with me and each other in this time of reconversion. I thank each individual who has supported us with their contribution that we may carry on the work. Within my scope, I promise you that George's dream will be carried out to climactic completion. I feel confident that this is the sincere desire of each Director.
Wonder-filled Transition

From the first time I read or heard of the Golden Densities, they were important to me. I found many others who had the same responsiveness to them as I did. Each reader wanted to have copies of all Densities available. Thus when I became Mrs. G. W. Van Tassel the idea of a special edition began.

Some of these messages are gentle and offer a delicate suggestion; Others are solid punches that give an impact that has a reactive effect for long after. Whether you move to action from the words suddenly or less noticeably, the result is change in thinking..... often.

My change was in getting the words into print for you. I trust that yours will be in an alerting of philosophy. Or the intensifying of your pattern of living so that you are a more constructive and vital representative of the Creative Force! A more knowing example of the withinness so much referred to in the writings of Golden Densities themselves.

It has ever amazed me that the keeping of God in action is such an ordeal for so many.

Somehow the joyfulness and the flowingness of such a pattern should accent it as the ONLY way to go. Yet by the struggles of the ones I meet, the rising above ones lower self, is a basic issue of earth living, and a constant worry to many.

To see the Golden Mist is most exciting. But when the scintillating lights are activated with sound and meanings so intense that they prevade and invade life, it is an experience beyond description in mere words. The combined senses of sight, hearing and feeling are so overpowering that an individualized experience is necessary for its understanding. A soul change seems to occur - this is why "going back" to a lowered state of thinking seldom happens, after a Golden Density event.

During the reading of these beautiful words, vitalizing frequently occurs. I trust it is so for you.
Pathways

Though forces may oppose your every move ...

My strength lies in the power to meet the opposition.

Though evil may tempt you, My Light is brightest ...

whenever evil is overcome.

Evil is brought by one who falters on the way to Me.

Never, never in all My Eternity shall man control paths to Me.

The paths are My ways, and man can only travel on My path.

In all My doing I have brought a pattern of Progression.

None can turn about My works, nor interrupt My ways ...

Those who follow in the darkness only trip themselves!
The Golden Densities

I am grateful that Theodore Berger, ("Proceedings" editor in 1954) knew the importance and preserved the entity of The Golden Densities.

For many years readers of the "Proceedings" have been aware of some of these exceptional writings. Now -- they are together in a Luxury Edition called, "The Golden Densities". We plan to print 1000 copies, with art work by Bob Benson.

I gathered many of "Densities" and gave them pattern and punctuation. In order to refer to a specific thought or message it seemed needful to use titles. A form or cadence was natural too and holds the prose in memory.

The variety of subject matter and the significance of the information is so exceptional that we feel certain the expense of this rare edition will not deter the earnest lover of beautiful word-thought. (Write Dorris Van Tassel at: P.O. Box 3867, Landers, California 92284)

Mr. Mancini, (when I read him a few sections), said that he wanted to do a musical album for them. What a wonderful compliment!

*****

So what about the Project?

Some ugly weather having persisted, we worked with phases closely associated with our research. A fence, helpful in restriction of wheels onto the Ministry grounds is nearly completed. The extension of that fence toward Linn Rd. allows for plantings and parking areas.

A number of our wonderful friends and readers have offered to assist in the landscaping: also in funds required for purchase of suitable plants.

A strong arm and back has a place on our list of needs. One idea is to have the area beautiful from the air as well as from close at hand. Suggestions welcome,
An understanding has been brought acutely into a focus today. Again it is based on a comment made by George Van Tassel. We were discussing the place of Science & Religion in our lives. "They are not different" Van said, "One is like the inside wall and the other is like the outer wall of life, and where you are answers which wall carries the name".

This man was known for his ability to put things into a fine perspective with simple words. A gift many of us would appreciate having! We find ourselves caught up in bits of vocabulary when we try to explain something to our fellowman.

One of the reasons that the book, "When Stars Look Down", became so important to the ordinary 'person on the street' is the wonderful gift of getting it across in simple language.

Even the most complex and the 'not yet discovered' scientific aspects were in the realm he knew. They exist in the higher concept .... science and religion merge.

Somewhat tardily the rest of us become aware of that true Oneness. No matter how, or in what manner this truth is explained by the myopic religionist or limit-viewing scientist, does not change the fact of Oneness.

A penny has a top and bottom. A thousand dollar check has also. The same surfaces are there whether held in the hand of an infant or if it lies in a vault at a bank.

Memorial Poem

So many have asked about the poem used in the memorial program. Mrs. Frank Skelly, (widow of the author of "Behind the Flying Saucers") gave this lovely thought to me one day shortly after Van's ongoing. She said it sounded like him, like some of you say. We have extra taped programs available - do you care to write for one? A donation to the Integratron rates a tape of the Memorial Service. Make the request soon please!
"Re-quotable Quotes"

Hugh and Carol Barnes write many wonderful letters. Today I re-read one of them, and share quotables.

"He who stands for nothing ... will fall for anything!"

"Atomic energy is making a mountain out of a molecule."

"Government spending gives you an idea why laws are called bills."

"May your own awareness be refined daily in the crucible of your experiences, and may your goals reach fruition."

*****

"Suns rays are needed for absorption of many of our nutrients." It is important to be informed.

Bacteriologist Rene J. Dubos, "It is only when the equilibrium between host and parasite has been upset, that infection evolves into disease."

"Cramming all wiring curcuits of telephone, radios and T. V. into a half gallon jar would be less complex than evaluating 3 pints of the brain of one human head."

Seven stages of universal law apply directly to man. They are: Gender, Cause, Polarity, Vibration, Rhythm, Relativity and Mentality. These manifest everything -- by the interchange between them.

"I pledge allegiance to the Rainbow and to the elation for which it stands ... One circus, One Ringmaster, and balloons for all!!"

Ronald Ross

*****

It's interesting that some cycles of the sun produce vital energies. Sun prominences produce cyclic mass disorders; and sun spots are credited with environmental as well as bad human conditions. One poor sun gets it from every angle, when many another son may be responsible.
Drawer "G" - for George

Another evidence of our recent steady growth and progress is the need of a larger facility for handling our mail in Yucca Valley. We chose drawer "G" in remembrance of George Van Tassel, who will always remain key man when thinking of the Integratron. The larger drawer is a vast improvement over the little box that hardly held a day's advertising - let alone the letters from our interested readers and prospective associates.

The outgrown Box 458 is now owned by someone not connected with any of our activities or officially associated with our function. Please remember, "G" for George in addressing the Ministry at Yucca Valley, California. For personal matters, books, tapes and lectures, the preferred address for correspondence is thru a point closer to our Landers home. P.O. Box 3867, Landers, California 92284. (a branch of the same postal system as Yucca Valley.)

Our office mailing system was modernized by the addition of our Scriptomatic machine. Other time saving equipment is upcoming. We trust your support continues as enthusiastically as now, because there are still more advanced plans that must be organized to better serve you in the future.

As one of our officers tells us, the Integratron Project is a vast research and development that continues in many areas not simple to explain. Our program of investigation while not always conducted at this property leads us into ever expanding cycles of interest. We plan to discuss these and act upon them when the schedule and energy permits.

****

From 1953 Messages

Solgonda - who commanded the ship that made the 1953 contact with G. W. Van Tassel, said most emphatically that metal should be discarded and not on ones person at all! Often contactees have burns. Remember the scout master, D. S. Devergers? His arm showed burn, but he had a watch on that arm!!!
A Tree Is For Life

Long ago it was common to hug a tree. It was not strange to see a man in the forest dispel his sorrow and worry in the stillness. Words like these were used: "0 tree... as you absorb the radiance of the sun, bring me down and give to me the patience of your stationary self. May I be firm as you are rooted in the earth and so send me upwards that I may branch in spirit into the winds and so touch the sun."

A polarity was established as man encompassed the shaft of the tree -- as energy returned into his being, sorrow was dispelled. The blessing to the tree sent the thanks into the heavens -- and the answer is there in the silence today. The Creating Presence expresses to the attentive listener able to hear the voice within all life.

One field set up in a tree is one we can think of as the soul of it, is similar to a field of any stationary body, (such as a rock or a mountain will have), these are similar to what is established in a planet, an atom, or the suns in space.

Earth has a negative polarity and our surface growths have established heights for all species. This is by means of the field around it creating a standard size for the plant. The vortex within the body of the tree for instance, starts at the ground surface. (note that sap travels around and goes upward in a spiral). Sometimes the field is referred to as an aura. Everything, everywhere is encompassed in one, whatever it is called.

****

THE BIEFIELD-BROWN EFFECT

So many are writing requests for information on the Biefield-Brown Effect! This is given in the Proceedings Volume II October-November-December 1977.
Climbing a hill may seem easier for some people than others. This is true when their balance is closer to neutrality. If the physical negative vortex (which is surrounded by the aura), has a balance between the physical reflection and the real body — or when the consciousness of one being attains a state of equilibrium, the vortex will be the same diameter and the same length and the same rotation speed. Levitation is possible when the forces are established at a zero point between the polarities. A protection may be established, through this field when you learn control also.

The basic principle of the Golden Rule and the doing of all things in moderation, seems to allow an arrival at point of equilibrium which permits adjustment to perfect zero polarity. When you reach a state of perfect polarity in all individual vortex, that is Infinite Mind, at-one-ment, you can know anything, you can see anything, you can be anything within that balanced maintenance. So say those who seem to be within this sphere and who do experience "something" rare...perfect polarity...at-one-ment...

Comments

Department of the Interior comments that liver tissue of rats having cancer is less magnetic than normal tissue... Hmmmm....very interesting!

Dr. Michael S. Shumkin remarked there is now an epidemic of cancer in trout. A colleague quoted "today trout.... tomorrow man."

Weather, delinquency and hate attitudes may be a result of hard light penetration from the sun that comes through ionosphere spacings created by bombings, "The sun was once helpful and considered a healing force for man, now has a dangerous force helpful to destroy."

Response to Tributes

The tributes and recognitions of Van as a pioneer in research and development of primary energy are too numerous to list. Also radio, T. V. and lectures are hereby gratefully acknowledged by his widow Mrs. Dorris (Grace) Van Tassel, and family.
We need your help ... to help.

Some of the mail we receive comes from brothers and sisters interested in books, brochures and other material their friends have told them about. Others are interested in locating clubs, groups and organizations in their area with similar interests.

In order to be of assistance we want to establish a reference file of this information that we may forward. In this way we can introduce strangers in a community to others of like understanding.

We would like to hear from any individual, club, group, or organization that cares to be helpful or has material available and their costs. Send to: The Ministry of Universal Wisdom Inc., Drawer "G" Yuca Valley, Calif 92284.

Folks continue to ask for Bruce Cathie’s books – his 3rd is now available, through Philosophical and Religious Free Library - 434 N. Rose St., Escondido, Calif. 92027.

Whenever there is a change of administration and especially when the change is necessitated by a death, organizations must be aware of potential misunderstandings and misrepresentations, false claims and unauthorized actions. For this reason it seems wise to announce: we have no representatives or associates acting for us at this time, no one soliciting or speaking in behalf of:

The Ministry
The Integratron
The Proceedings
George W. Van Tassel

For all future activity, the names of at least two (2) officers of the corporation, and our seal is necessary for authorization. Legitimate and properly recognized satellites now active are:

George W. Van Tassel Integratron Memorial Fund
c/o Dorris (Grace) Van Tassel, administratrix
Drawer "G" for George – Yucca Valley, Calif. 92284

The Proceedings & Ministry of Universal Wisdom:
Drawer "G" – Yucca Valley, California 92284
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